Perceptual sensitivity varies from moment to moment. One potential source of variability is spontaneous fluctuations in cortical activity that can travel as a wave.
propagate like waves in visual (9) (10) (11) (12) , auditory (13) , and somatosensory (14) cortex. However there is controversy over whether waking spontaneous fluctuations travel as waves or, if they do, whether they contribute meaningfully to waking cortical function (15) . Here, we report moment-by-moment fluctuations of neural activity recorded in behaving, non-human primates propagate as waves across the extrastriate middle temporal (MT) visual area. Critically, these waves are generated endogenously, and are thus distinct from previous reports of sensoryand behavior-evoked waves (12, (16) (17) (18) (19) . Further, we find that spontaneous waves strongly regulate visual perception. In particular, when the local population is in a depolarizing state during traveling waves, neuronal responses and perceptual sensitivity are both elevated in monkeys performing a challenging visual detection task.
We chronically implanted spatially distributed multi-electrode arrays (Utah Arrays, Blackrock Microsystems) into motion selective visual area MT of two marmosets, whose lissencephalic cortical structure allowed us to record simultaneously from the majority of the cortical area ( Fig.   1A ). We measured neuronal receptive fields from single-and multi-unit spiking activity in monkeys as they maintained fixation (Fig. S1 ). We also examined LFPs, which are driven by synaptic currents in the vicinity of the electrode, and reflect the excitability of the local network (4, 7, 8) . From the perspective of a single electrode at one point in cortex, the raw LFP spontaneously fluctuates with broad spectral energy (20) . However, when viewed simultaneously across a cortical area, the fluctuation peaks and troughs do not occur synchronously ( Fig. 1B) . Frequently, the peak of a fluctuation moves coherently across the cortex with the spatiotemporal profile of a traveling wave (Movie S1). As these peaks and troughs of the LFP can correspond to epochs of relatively low and high excitability in the local network, we will refer to peaks and troughs as hyperpolarizing and depolarizing states, respectively. We hypothesized that, when organized as waves, these states might gate the flow of spiking activity through cortical circuits depending on their alignment to the timing of afferent inputs (Fig. 1C ).
Reliably detecting spontaneous waves in noisy multichannel data is challenging. Many wave detection techniques rely on spike-triggered averaging (12) , spatial smoothing (10, 11) , or narrowband temporal filtering (16, 19, 21) which can distort phase estimations of the underlying veridical fluctuation, giving false positives or unreliable measures of wave dynamics. Further, unlike during anesthesia, waking cortical dynamics are more complex, dominated by higher frequency, lower amplitude fluctuations that are more variable across the cortex (22, 23) . To address this, we adapted a recently introduced statistical method for detecting traveling waves The peaks and troughs of the wave correspond to spatially distinct regions of cortex that are more negatively (red) or positively (blue) potentiated. (C) Our mechanistic hypothesis: as waves traverse cortex, they alter excitability states, modulating the relative spiking output based on their alignment, with the depolarizing (red) and hyperpolarizing (blue) phases momentarily potentiating and, respectively, reducing sensitivity to incoming spikes.
in noisy multichannel data (24) that is better suited to studying the dynamics of awake cortex ( Fig. S2A ). This method uses LFP phase to detect coherent flows of activity; however, while phase is conventionally analyzed only for narrowband oscillations, such as the theta (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) and alpha (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) Hz) frequency bands (25) (26) (27) , the network fluctuations we observed were not stable, sustained narrowband oscillations (20) (Fig. 2B ). Rather, they are broad in frequency content, and their frequency content shifts over space and time.
In order to track these fluctuating patterns, we expanded our wave detection method by developing a technique for computing the Generalized Phase (GP) of the wideband filtered Hz) LFP ( Fig. 2A ). The wide frequency band captures the dominant fluctuating components of the LFP while excluding 1) the lowest frequencies that are thought to reflect slow global changes such as arousal (23, 28) and 2) higher frequencies so as to avoid contamination of the LFP by spike artifacts (29) . Consistent with the identification of wave peaks and troughs as hyperpolarizing and depolarizing states, spontaneous spiking was strongly dependent on GP, with spike probability at the depolarizing state (±π radians) approximately twice that of the hyperpolarizing state (0 radians; p < 1 x 10 -5 , Rayleigh test for circular uniformity; Fig. 2B ). The wideband filter captured the envelope of the LFP better than alpha and theta narrowband filters (Pearson's correlation: wideband r = 0.91, significantly different from alpha r = 0.38 and theta r = 0.23, ɑ = 1 x 10 -5 CI test; Fig. S3A ) and spontaneous spiking activity was more strongly dependent on GP than on the phase computed using alpha or theta narrow-band filters ( Fig.   S3B , C). The strong spike-GP coupling was spatially specific (7, 30) , as phases from adjacent electrodes were significantly less coupled to spike timing (monkey W: N = 23 sessions, 400 µM z = 4.70, p < 1 x 10 -5 , Wilcoxon signed-rank test; monkey T: N = 18 sessions, 633 µM z = 3.72, p < 1 x 10 -3 ; Fig. S4 ).
Use of a wideband filter avoids phase distortions that could artificially produce waves or distort estimates of wave properties. Importantly, our wave detection algorithm was applied to spatially unsmoothed data, thus preserving as much of the veridical relationship between phase and spatial position as possible. Waves were either detected or rejected from the circular-linear correlation of phase with distance from putative sources on the recording array ( Fig. 2C ). Detected waves were then validated statistically against a randomly phase-shuffled null distribution of spatiotemporal patterns (>99th percentile, permutation test). Using this approach, we found spontaneous LFP fluctuations frequently travel as waves across the cortex while the monkey fixated a blank screen. It was not the case that larger fluctuations were more likely to be waves as there was no difference in the amplitude distribution between wave and We hypothesized that target detection should be facilitated when spontaneous waves align a depolarizing state with target locations. To test this, we collected trials on which waves were detected around the onset of a target and asked if detection probability varied with the state of the wave, measured at retinotopically aligned electrodes ( Fig. 3B ). We only included trials where fixation had been maintained for at least 300 ms prior to target onset to avoid including waves triggered by the saccade to fixation that initiated each trial (19) . To avoid the confounding effects of waves generated by the appearance of the target, we only analyzed waves detected prior to the target-evoked response. There was a highly significant tendency for detected targets to have been preceded by a consistent wave state ( Fig. 3C , D; peak -60 ms relative to target onset monkey W, p < 1 x 10 -3 , Rayleigh test; -33 ms monkey T, p < 1 x 10 -5 ). We refer to this as the Pre-target Phase Alignment (PPA). Consistent with the mechanistic hypothesis in Figure 1C , the PPA wave state led to more consistently depolarized evoked responses, as trials close to the aligned phase at the time of PPA also exhibited more consistently depolarized LFP during the target-evoked response than expected from a distribution generated by shuffling all hit trials (permutation test, ɑ = 0.01, Fig. 3D insets). As the visual input was identical across the aligned and shuffled groups, the difference in evoked responses must be due to the prior wave state. showing the distribution of phases during the evoked response of hit trials, conditionalized on having been at the aligned phase at PPA (blue), is more likely to be depolarized than expected from a shuffled distribution of hit trials (gray, dotted lines 95% CI).
Consistent with findings that stronger target-evoked responses are correlated with better detection performance (34), we found that firing rates during the target-evoked response (70-200ms from target onset) were higher for hits than misses for both monkeys (monkey W: N = 17 single-and N = 56 multi-units; z = 3.36, p < 1 x 10 -3 , Wilcoxon signed-rank test; monkey T: N = 18 single and N = 49 multi-units; z = 4.44, p < 1 x 10 -5 ; Fig. S6D , E). We hypothesized the depolarizing wave state predicted by the PPA modulates the magnitude of evoked activity, producing the stronger evoked responses correlated with improved detection. To test this, we calculated average multi-unit firing rates for the PPA that produced either depolarizing or hyperpolarizing states during the target-evoked response (Fig. 4A, B ). Consistent with our hypothesis, the evoked firing rate was larger for waves that produced depolarizing states than hyperpolarizing states (p < 0.05 in both monkeys, one-tailed Wilcoxon rank-sum test). The phase at the time of PPA of similar amplitude fluctuations that did not meet our statistical criterion for waves (non wave) was not predictive and did not modulate the evoked firing rate (p > 0.25 in both monkeys). Thus, only the alignment of spontaneous traveling waves prior to target onset predicts a future depolarizing cortical state that increases the gain of the targetevoked response.
Finally, because the pre-target wave state predicts the magnitude of target-evoked spiking, we wished to quantify how well one could predict the monkey's likelihood of detecting the faint target based solely on the knowledge of wave state at the time of PPA. We calculated the monkey's conditional probability of target detection as a function of phase distance from the optimal aligned wave phase in each monkey (rotated to 0 radians). In both monkeys, the conditional probability of detection given wave state at the time of PPA reached a maximum for the optimal phases and a minimum for opposite phases (Fig. 4C) , with a depth of performance modulation of 33% (monkey T) and 35% (monkey W) from peak to trough. If we take the perspective of a single electrode, with no knowledge about the state of the wave, but utilizing our more sensitive GP measure, there remains a strong phase dependant probability of detection, but significantly lower than when we exclusively look at trials that had predictive wave states before the target was presented (17% monkey T and 19% monkey W; p < 0.05 in both monkeys, confidence interval test).
Taken together, these results demonstrate that spontaneous traveling waves do occur in the neocortex of the awake monkey, they modulate sensory-evoked responses, and they gate perceptual sensitivity. The spontaneous traveling waves we detect are distinct from the large, slow-wave deflections reported during anesthesia or quiet wakefulness (35, 36) . Rather, these waves are present during active vision, and their alignment preceding the presentation of the target predicts perceptual sensitivity to that target. Importantly, these wave effects are only apparent due to our measurement of the generalized phase, and could not be explained by latent narrowband oscillations embedded in the wideband signal. Narrowband filtering in alpha or beta bands fails to reveal any phase alignment predictive of perception (Fig. S7) . The importance of waves to perception is further underscored by the fact that they are much more predictive of perceptual sensitivity than previous reports of pre-target alpha oscillation phase in visual detection (37) (38) (39) or theta oscillation phase in frontal-parietal networks during the deployment of attention (40) (41) (42) . We speculate, given that we observe weaker predictive effects when we mix wave and non-wave trials, that the alpha and theta effects previously observed were in fact due to the undetected presence of traveling waves. This is supported by the recent discovery that alpha and theta oscillations travel as propagating waves across awake human cortex (21) . If these two phenomena are related, this raises the intriguing possibility that the traveling waves we observe may also be coordinated across brain areas. Such coordination http://bitbucket.org/lylemuller/wave-matlab. Reasonable requests for further access to data and materials will be accommodated.
Materials and Methods

Surgeries
One male (monkey W) and one female (monkey T) marmoset participated in this study. Each marmoset was fitted with a headpost for head stabilization and eye tracking. The headpost contained a hollow chamber housing an Omnetics connecter for a Utah array, which was chronically implanted in a subsequent surgery. For that surgery, a 7x10mm craniotomy was made over area MT (stereotaxic coordinates 2mm anterior, 12mm dorsal). An 8x8 (64 channel, monkey W) and 9x9 with alternating channels removed (40 channel, monkey T) Utah array was chronically implanted over area MT using a pneumatic inserter wand. The electrodes spacing was 400μM with a pitch depth of 1.5mm. The craniotomy was closed with Duraseal (Integra Life Sciences, monkey W) or Duragen (Integra Life Sciences, monkey T), and covered with a titanium mesh embedded in dental acrylic. All surgical procedures were performed with the monkeys under general anesthesia in an aseptic environment in compliance with NIH guidelines. All experimental methods were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of the Salk Institute for Biological Studies and conformed with NIH guidelines.
Data Acquisition
Marmosets were trained to enter a custom-built marmoset chair that was placed inside a faraday box with an LCD monitor (ASUS VG248QE) at a distance of 48cm. The monitor was set to a refresh rate of 100Hz and gamma corrected with a mean gray luminance of 75 candelas/m 2 . Electrode voltages were recorded from the Utah arrays using two Intan RHD2132 amplifiers connected to an Intan RHD2000 USB interface board. Data was sampled at 30 kHz from all channels. The marmosets were headfixed by a headpost for all recordings. Eye position was measured with an IScan CCD infrared camera sampling eye position at 500 Hz.
Stimulus presentation and behavioral control was managed through MonkeyLogic in Matlab.
Digital and analog signals were coordinated through National Instrument DAQ cards (NI PCI6621) and BNC breakout boxes (NI BNC2090A). Neural data was broken into two streams for offline processing of spikes (single-unit and multi-unit activity) and LFPs. Spike data was high-pass filtered at 500 Hz and candidate spike waveforms were defined as exceeding 4 
Receptive Field Mapping
Receptive fields were mapped through reverse correlation. The marmoset was trained to hold fixation on an image (marmoset face, 1 degree diameter) presented to the center of the LCD monitor. A drifting Gabor (2 degrees diameter, spatial frequency: 0.5 cycles per degree, temporal frequency 10 cycles per second) was presented at a random position on the monitor between 0-18 degrees in azimuth and -15 to 15 degrees in elevation, drifting in one of 8 possible directions for 200ms, after which it disappeared. After a random delay drawn from an exponential distribution (mean 40ms), a new probe appeared and the pattern repeated until the marmoset broke fixation (defined as an excursion of 1.5 degrees from fixation) or viewed 16 probes. The marmoset was given a juice reward proportional to the number of probes presented. The receptive field for each unit recorded on the array was estimated by calculating the spike-triggered average (STA) stimulus that evoked the maximal response:
The STA is the sum of probe location x i weighted by the spike count y i within the time bin 40 to 200ms after probe onset, normalized by the number of all recorded spikes N. From the location of estimated receptive fields on each spiking channel, and the known topography of area MT in the marmoset (43), we estimated the relative position of each recording array in marmoset cortex (Fig. 1a ). We excluded from the analysis the upper half of monkey W's array as the recordings did not appear to be in area MT.
Target Detection Task
Marmosets initiated each trial by fixating a marmoset face (a stimulus that naturally attracts marmoset gaze) that, upon fixation, transformed into a fixation point (0.15 dva). They were trained to hold fixation on the fixation point (1.5 degree tolerance) awaiting the appearance of a drifting gabor (4 degrees diameter; spatial frequency, 0.5 cycles per degree; temporal frequency, 10 cycles per second, drifting in one of up to 8 possible directions). After establishing fixation, the marmoset was required to hold fixation for a minimum duration (400 ms monkey W, 300 ms monkey T) to avoid contamination from waves caused by the saccade to the fixation point (19) . The target only appeared if fixation was held for an additional random duration drawn from an exponential distribution (mean 200ms) to generate a flat hazard function. The target could appear at one of two locations selected based on receptive field mapping at equal eccentricity (7 degrees monkey W, 8 degrees monkey T). The target was presented for 200ms, after which the monkey had 300ms (for a total of 500ms) to saccade to within 2.5 degrees of the target center for a juice reward. On 10 percent of trials no target was presented, and the marmoset was rewarded for holding fixation to the trial end. The trial was classified as a miss if the marmoset broke fixation to a non-target location after the target had appeared, or if the marmoset held fixation until after the response window closed. If a saccade reached the target in less than 100 ms from target onset, the trial was rejected from analysis.
Only trials from the preferred directions of motion for each unit were analyzed for that unit.
Target contrast was selected as the value the marmoset correctly detected on average 50 percent of the time (mean 1.4 percent Michelson contrast for both monkeys). High contrast (10%) targets were presented on 10 percent of trials. If performance for these targets was below 70 percent, the session was rejected from analysis.
Free Viewing Natural Images
Marmosets were headfixed and their gaze was monitored as in the previous tasks. Grayscale versions of naturalistic images were randomly interleaved and presented to the monkey. The monkey was free to look at the images, and after 10 seconds was given a juice reward.
Saccades were identified from the velocity of the vertical and horizontal eye traces, and spontaneous fixations defined as periods where the eye velocity was 0. To detect waves we only included spontaneous fixation data from after 100 ms following the end of a saccade, and 50 ms before the start of a new saccade.
Generalized Phase
The analytic signal paradigm was originally developed by Denis Gabor in 1946 (44) , defining the concept of "instantaneous frequency" and "instantaneous phase" for non-stationary signals; however, due to several technical limitations, the analytic signal representation is commonly used strictly in the context of signals pre-treated with a tight narrowband filter (45) . Here, we sought to address the technical limitations in the analytic signal to generalize its application beyond signals where tight narrowband filtering is appropriate. For this reason, we call our updated approach for non-stationary, wideband signals generalized phase (GP).
Consider a real-valued signal x n ∈ ℝ for n ∈ [1,2,...,N s ] , where N s is the number of samples in one recorded trial obtained at a sampling frequency F s . Given x n , its analytic signal representation (X n ) is:
where i is the imaginary unit and H[y n ] is the Hilbert transform (HT) of the signal y n . This representation can be obtained by implementing the HT operator as an FIR filter in time domain (46) , or by using a single-sided Fourier transform approach (47, 48) . Sinusoidal cycles appear in this representation as circular contours in the complex plane, while non-sinusoidal fluctuations appear as closed, quasi-circular contours. In this complex plane representation, phase is calculated numerically by the four-quadrant arctangent function.
The technical limitations in the analytic signal framework occur for two principal reasons. First, low-frequency intrusions effectively shift the representation by a complex constant, which has the critical effect of highly distorting phase angles estimated by the arctangent. As an initial step in the GP representation, then, we filter the signal within a wide bandpass (5-40 Hz), excluding low-frequency content. Note that this important step is distinct from narrow bandpass filtering (e.g. 8-13 Hz), as this approach preserves a significant portion of the signal spectrum, thereby minimizing waveform distortion and potential artifacts due to narrowband filtering of broadband noise ( Fig. 2A and Supplementary Figure S3A ). We then use the single-sided Fourier transform approach (47, 48) on the wideband signal and compute phase derivatives as finite differences, which are calculated by multiplications in the complex plane (18, 24, 49) .
Second, high-frequency intrusions appear in the analytic signal representation as complex riding cycles (49) , which manifest as periods of negative frequencies in the analytic signal representation. As a secondary step in the GP representation, then, we numerically detect these complex riding cycles --namely, N c points of negative frequency in the phase sequence Arg[X n ] --and utilize shape-preserving piecewise cubic interpolation on the next 2N c points of Arg[X n ] following the detected negative frequency epoch. The resulting representation captures the phase of the largest fluctuation on the recording electrode at any moment in time ( Fig. 2A) , without the distortions due to the large, low-frequency intrusions or the smaller, high-frequency intrusions characteristic of the 1/f-type fluctuations in cortical LFP (50) (51) (52) .
The GP represents a coherent numerical approach to the original analytic signal framework of Denis Gabor (44) , suitable for implementation in modern digital signal processing applications.
A complete description of this method, along with discrete analytical formulas for the GP representation, will be the subject of an upcoming work.
Wave Detection
We employed a recently introduced statistical approach to detect spontaneous traveling waves in noisy multichannel recordings (18, 24) , adapted to utilize GP. The advantage of GP is to capture the dominant fluctuation on each electrode at each point in time; further, it does not distort the signal waveform, as would occur with a narrowband filter. When these fluctuations are shared across electrodes and exhibit consistent phase offsets, the algorithm detects these patterns as traveling waves, as described below and illustrated in Figure S2A .
The wave detection technique occurs in three steps. First, the algorithm finds the time point nearest to each positive LFP peak on the array. This defines a flexible window in which we test for a spontaneous wave, where the phases are valid in a neighborhood around that time point.
Secondly, the algorithm finds the most likely starting point for the wave, by finding the point that maximizes the divergence of the phase gradient in a smoothed version of the scalar phase field. This captures the point from which neural activity flows outward at each moment. Thirdly, with the putative source point found, the algorithm then quantifies how clearly activity is organized about this point, by calculating the circular-linear correlation with distance (ρ φ,d ∈ [-1,1] (53)) across the whole electrode array, consistent with our observation that the wavelengths were long relative to the spatial extent of the array. Importantly, this step is done on the tested scalar phase field without spatial smoothing, which prevents smoothing artifacts from contaminating the results. Finally, a null distribution was constructed for ρ φ,d by randomly
shuffling phase values on the electrode array. Unless stated otherwise, a scalar threshold of 0.3 was used to detect waves throughout, which represented a conservative threshold on all constructed null distributions. For the analysis in Fig. 4C , we used the medians of the ρ φ,d distribution in each monkey for the wave and non-wave states, respectively.
Cross-Trial Phase Alignment
To quantify alignment of the GP across trials, we utilized the standard formulation for the Kuramoto order parameter:
where N t is the number of trials in each condition (hit or miss), i is the complex unit, and φ j is the GP at the tested time point. The order parameter ranges between 0 (uniform distribution of phase values) and 1 (identical phase values for each trial). To compare meaningfully between two sets of observations (hit and miss) with slightly different number of trials while accounting for the expected mean and variances of the order parameter at finite scales (54) , all phase alignment values were put in z-score units of a null distribution computed from 10,000 iterations of the value from randomly selected trials, with the same number of observations.
Conditional probability estimate
In order to understand how waves modulate the probability of target detection, we calculated the conditional probability of detection at each phase:
where h ∈ {0,1} is an indicator variable for target detection and Φ i represents GP in bin i ∈ 
